Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Forces. In Spiritual Satanism, we have Freedom and Obedience. We abide by both and move forward by both.

Starting from the notion of obedience, I know it’s tainted for many of you here. I know many of you hate this word, but in fact, this word doesn't exist today as it's intended in the Satanic way. It’s just a barrier behind which the kikes hide the meaning "slavery". It’s not that you hate obedience, it’s that you hate the slavery behind it. Obedience, for many, means slavery, but for us it’s not the case. Being obedient, listening and this sort of thing, you have connected in your mind with some jews or politician, some kike hanging upon a cross that if you don't obey to, you will be "eternally in a lake of fire" and other nonsense, some foolish teacher who was more irrational that irrationality itself, whatever. This is not obedience; this is slavery behind the facade of obedience. Through this facade, people attack obedience, but slavery always remains, thrives and survives. People attack obedience when they see it, but slavery long lives. And this is another jews trick. Its only put as such to taint obedience, for the following reason. Obedience is a good thing, its natural, amongst good people, amongst brothers, family and Satanists. It gets things done.

It puts enemies like the jews to an end. The enemy under the preface of "obedience" they simply exercise their insanity to enslave anyone. Obedience in reality, life and nature has a whole different purpose and it's not in any way slavery, or should be blind. Blind obedience and slavery are for the enemy and not for us. Obedience is a highly revered value, that the enemy has malformed beyond recognition. Here everyone knows what they do and why they do it. If they do not, they ask and get answers, either from Satan or Us. The closest word for Obedience that is positive, is Order. Order makes things done, things happen and, in the end, when directed in a purposeful manner, it creates Freedom for everyone. And frees everyone. From accidents, such as the jewish one, or other unfortunate events that plague people who are commonly connected, like Gentiles are.

Obedience and Order are parts of nature. Where would you be if you did not "obey" your parents when you were born, put your hand in the electric socket and died as a result? You didn't necessarily need to try this, or be "free" enough to do this. Now that you are grown up, you can see how this deadly and how fake "freedom" could rob you of your basic freedom: The Freedom to live. Where would your biological body be right now without "order"? Without the "white blood cells" attacking the viruses, without your brain thinking and coordinating, without your heart beating? The jews tell everyone that the heart should be against the head, the legs running on their own, the hands punching the face. Man against woman, woman against man, man against man, woman against woman, father against child, people against people, groups against groups, states against states. Just make sure, Goyim (animals in hebrew, Gentile people) that you DO NOT DARE ATTACK THE JEWS. Because if you do, that’s the greatest wrong you can do. Just keep the lack of order for your lives, run gamut
everything, destroy civilization, and of course, leave the jews thrive and be unimpeded. Where would your body be without order? You would probably be again, dead or destroyed. Diseases comes from when this order is attacked, by whatever source. Order is necessary and protects freedom. Order is the context where we are free. As we are stronger, the context we expand further and further, so we can be freer. Spirituality transcends this.

Order can only happen and bring freedom when people are obedient, but willing to be free. Freedom lies not in not obeying or not listening, as this is stupid, but having the correct judgement on who to listen to and who not to listen to. The enemy tries to rob this from people, by abolishing and endlessly cursing knowledge and logic. In life, we always have to obey to someone and this is not necessarily a bad thing. Obeying the wrong source, that's the bad thing. I know, obedience nowadays is actually listening to some kike in the "tv", some kike torturer "CEO" that always demands, some stupid xian whore who supposedly has a "position" and all other sorts of deadly and destructive advice and stupidity. The enemy turned this into an ugly thing. But it is not. It's natural, healthy and all animals do it. Humans have the ability to understand this too, but the enemy robs this, because when one opens themselves to these "Teachings" of nature, another realization comes in. The realization of what is against you, what is alien to you and what is deadly for you. So long Gentiles remain asleep, it's not nature that dictates what is going on or what should, it's some self-proclaimed kike, that rules the blind like slaves, simply because they can't see, pushing them to go off the cliffs and die. Because this is seen every day, people start hating what they do, that they think is obeying. But they do not obey, or ever did. They just succumbed to jewish pressure and enslaved themselves. In the society we are living, this value is closely put to non-existence by the kikes and totally perverted. For reasons that we have explained.

If you look around you, all strong, powerful and great things have been created by order and obedience, but also, freedom. The kikes themselves are creating this world of lies, deception and slavery, by strict obedience. In fact, there isn't any "obedience" in their "ranks", but only slavery, but this is another matter.

Freedom to choose to obey, where to obey, under what conditions, how you will obey, how it's going to be when you do and countless other things- these are the reasons for this called obedience and not slavery. It's all within the context we see these. In other words, in obedience, seen Satanically, there are mostly conditions of freedom and respect of Free Will. Not only you have "choices" unlike the enemy bullshit, but you have as much knowledge as possible as to why and how you should take these choices, but also, the power, as time goes and you become wiser/more powerful, to actually define these so called choices. Just choosing doesn't imply freedom. Knowing where, how and why to choose, implies freedom. And also, the freedom to not choose in some cases. In slavery, such as the jewish case, there are threats, pressure, destruction, pain and suffering that are enforced, but also enforcement of choices or no choices. They are the source of the force, themselves. They make it happen. The enemy robs these all from people, treats them lower than trash, threatens people, keeps them blind, while promising fake shits and dung, for all. They do this because they are afraid of the people. They are slavers and they are afraid of everyone. They don't love them. And they are afraid this might make it to the ears of the Goyim and "g-d forbid", their slaver order will crumble to the ashes that it always was. They are unrelated to them totally. No different than how a deadly virus cannot be made a friend
with the body, they can't do this, because they are alien people. It can only survive by fooling the body, deceiving it, attacking it and using its own defense mechanisms against the body itself. This is how a virus, like the kikes and their programs, thrives and survives in this alien environment.

In this, the enemy forces you, through direct or indirect pressure, to be enslaved to these people. Then the notion is tainted and the enemy wants to destroy order, so they make this dirty shit seem like it's "order" or "obedience". Then you have angry teenagers (not in age, but in brains) who can't take this (for obvious reasons) and they "rebel" or become rebels without a cause. Rebellion, in this given, is again controlled. You leave the jew, to go meet again the jew. Angry with your family? Oh vey, the kike understands. Here are some drugs to escape for 20 minutes while making them rich. In other words, you are always under the slavery of the jews. This doesn't have anything to do with obedience or order, but in fact, it's the complete downfall of this order, which should ideally protect us all from these terrorists of civilization and freedom. The instances are literally endless, but I am sure you get what is meant here. Freedom exists in Obedience.

I choose to obey to Satan and the Gods, no different than how one successful son listened to his own Father and achieved Success for him and the whole. And the Father is already accomplished, so he has nothing to gain, but pride in the success of his offspring. And of course, sadness in their failure. The enemy attacked Humanity because they could not attack Satan. This is the same as turning one's children against them. This is what the enemy did, but Satan is even beyond this if needed. Satan is very loving to his own and he has always been there for me. I listen to my family above and abide to his Will, because this is my choice and I am free to make that choice. The jews tried to rob me of this freedom by destroying all evidence of his existence, so we would be forced to believe and serve slavishly their lies. Father Satan never pushes himself upon anyone, but I have personally chosen to have the most amazing and True God. I chose to obey to such beings that have unending wisdom and, in the end, they have nothing to gain from me, other than the gratification of seeing us advance. This obedience doesn't rob me of any freedom...It has produced more freedom than I could ever imagine and then some. In Satanism, obedience is positive. As thus, in Satanism, as we see it, there should exist obedience and order. This is one part of the whole picture.

Order and Obedience have another notion of this, in Satanism and in our Cosmic Theory. The notion of Comradeship. The jews are alien to these values because these are not inside them. They are feces incarnate. They are natural terrorists of civilization and parasites. We love each other, support and protect one other, advance towards the same enemy, we are family and we work towards the same goals. When attacked, we show heroism and bestiality and we will NOT tolerate the enemy- end of discussion. We acknowledge mistakes, we help one another and we advance together. Comradeship ensures things will be in order. In other words, comradeship implies that love will not become one sided slavery, as with the jewish programs, that support will not become a parasitic relation and weakness of the one receiving help, that the notion of family will not be exploited by predators who are infiltrating this family. In short, that all these values will remain values and not turn into a jewish disaster. The jews always turn things to such disasters, you just need to look in society around you. Obedience to Satan is freedom, obedience to some kike on the sky who will fry you, is obviously slavery. To "obey" means to listen to senseless slavers with a vain egopathy, that push
you like a pawn and hit you endlessly for the gratification of their own petty soul. To "love the whole" means assimilation of the self and becoming everyday dull, stupid, loving Mac Donald's, doing "What everyone else does" and the list goes... This makes the best people anti-social and pushes them away from society, to which they rebel, many times taking all the values of it and hatefully striking them. Society is not wrong, it is lied to, perverted and sick. It's distorted.

Now let's go on the other part of life. After obedience and order create, there are the necessary conditions for Freedom. In other words, you in a sense, obey your meditation program and what lies in your soul and as you go, you will attain the power to create your freedom. This is our birthright from Satan. This also includes, creating freedom for others and saving them from the hinderances of the enemy. In Satanism we are centered around freedom and only the necessary amount of obedience, but at times of war like this, especially with such a vile enemy, we have to show them that our obedience can break stones. And break them too. The jews always laugh and scorn Gentiles in their literature, about how we are without order and stupid, like animals going alone in the jungle and killed. While they are totally obedient and they advance, while they destroy everyone. Satanists are Gods and Beasts at the same time. We are beasts. We will flock out under Satan's banner, with obedience and comradeship and we will destroy any enemy, bring them to the ground and we will devour their fucking soul. At the same time, we strive to become and are becoming Free Gods, that are standing on their own and can only be free. In peacetime and when the enemy is done, obviously, freedom will grow more and more.

Plainly put, the enemy is what is creating slavery and suppression. Even obedience in Satanism, has the higher purpose of freedom. And there is no oppression where there is no oppression. The enemy alien programs have turned all values to bullshit. Freedom is becoming 500kg from overeating, freedom is worshipping some kike on the stick, freedom to jump from skyscrapers, freedom to do drugs, suicide, freedom to become frail weak and stupid, freedom for any imbecile to force others and to destroy them, freedom that is nothing but materialism in the end. Freedom that is only the product of money, freedom to do "whatever you want" without ever even knowing what the fuck you want in the end, "Freedom" to live your own slavery and advance the slavery of others, freedom of ignorance, freedom to waste a human being, your own body, and everyone else, freedom to become one with the jewish feces, freedom to inject some microchip up your ass so you will not lose your keys (because your food has been poisoned and this affects your memory, let's say, or because you never needed to train your memory, or whatever). The freedom to feel like shit every moment of your existence, always striving to find peace on this external illusion that has been named "life" by the jews, while they robbed you of your birthright to be good in yourself. Freedom to always try to escape this damned shit they name "reality" by substances, whatever, freedom to be as stupid as you want, freedom to deteriorate to ashes.

"Freedom" to become a slave, as well, to the kikes and all their projections in your everyday life. Freedom to buy their brands (if you have the money, because they will decide if you will in many cases). All this freedom, spoon fed by the kikes. Freedom to "race mix" as to assimilate the whole world into an ill humanity that will be easily controlled (but the kikes avoid admixture by all means), freedom to deny the laws of nature (while the kikes only go by these laws, physical and metaphysical, exercise powers and fuck you over), freedom to have no "god" but believe in materialism (and guess who owns materialism and made it as it is, and also, how they got all this
material power - by spiritual means), the freedom to abolish any logic and notion of self. By the kikes, for the benefit of the kikes, to the expense of everyone else non-jewish. The jewish freedom to be enslaved! Enjoy.

I know to many of you, this stupid reality makes no sense. Like, absolutely, no sense. Why are things being in reverse, why this, why that? And for this reason, I ask myself, should someone hate "freedom" and "obedience" that are jewish, equally? Because when you look at the bottom of it, it's one thing: "Jewish Slavery through a different preface". That's all I am seeing. Except of the fairy dust around the jewish meaning of the notion of Freedom. Thankfully, in Satanism, these things do not exist.

Satan is our guide to achieve real freedom, freedom of the Soul and the Spirit. Not only the sense, but the reality of it. They say you are who you obey to. They obey to some sorry kike on the stick, a meaningless dung that is literally nothing, I obey to Lord Satan, the most Ancient God of Truth. They obey due to being enslaved and fearful, because they do not know, I obey due to common sense, clear minded choice, because I want to know the Truth, be the Truth, and clearly, because I am free to do so, because I have the knowledge of this. Any objections?

I know many of you are suppressed. Households that are suppressing, sexuality and sexual urges that are suppressed absolutely for no reason but the jewish programs, endless stupidity that you meet everyday, this holographic slavery you are living, jobs that are torturing to you, an order that doesn't express your heart, stupid relations and even lower levels of existence. This is the enemy and we will bring them down. Satan gives us the means to surpass all these things and become free, the Ancient and correct way. Satan and the Gods are always available, for those who are available to them, to help them out. Most here can testify of their immense help in times of dire need. Comradeship exists between us and the Gods. When someone approaches them with the mere will of exploiting them, they are no better than a kike and they will not take any other treatment, than the rude awakening they deserve. The Gods have nothing to gain, yet they help many of us. It only shows quality, to help them back, to listen to them, to adhere to them, remember them and keep our ears open so to say. They do this to guarantee our evolution and survival, like any good parent would do for their child. You can't go to the face of a being who is so beautiful and pure and not ask "is there anything I can do for you?" Personally, to me, all these people are living trash and they see beings that are so above them, as they are themselves. To see the Gods, you have to open your mind beyond yourself. This is when you will understand them.

Satan is Lord of the Earth. The Earth belongs to Him. Now, many do falsely believe that if the kikes took property and that sort of thing, it belongs to them. It doesn't, but only in papers and shit, and some shitty fake book of lies they call the "bible". The Earth, as the Earth and the metaphysical ownership of the World, fall under Satan. We populated the planet, we built it, we protected it. It doesn't mean that because the kikes lied about it, it isn't so. It is. Still to this day, Gentiles are building this world and the kikes like a virus make use of this. Satan is Lord of All that Is. And you must strive to get back what belongs to our Father, because the insolence of the enemy has gone on for too long. The spiritual powers you possess and will develop can help you in this. If a deadly virus takes over a cell, that doesn't make the body, of the virus, unless it is killed under the virus. And still, the body doesn't belong to the virus or ever did. You only belong to them when you are dead, this is why the enemy emphasizes death. So long there is life and Gentile Humanity and this Earth, it all belongs to Satan and Us. This is to be
gotten across your heads. They own nothing. Numbers don't matter. What matters is raw power and that you are here. Through spiritual effort, we will take everything back.

One member asked today, after the enemy is gone, will we live well as the Romans? My reply is, probably even better. Because now, we will have learned the lesson of all this. But despite the philosophical side of it, this enemy must be destroyed. Our spiritual weapons must never rest, until the enemy is gone. With Freedom and Obedience, we will march as a Satanic Battalion and destroy the enemy, run them over, and put them to rest, wherever we see them and they exist.

WE MARCH ORDERLY UNDER THE BANNER OF SATAN, FIGHT FOR FREEDOM. GET RID OF THE JEWISH CHAINS. FREE YOURSELF!! RUN THEM OVER!!!!!

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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